Micron® Products and Your System’s Warranty

Upgrading your server with new Micron memory and storage can significantly enhance system performance while still remaining in compliance with your OEM warranty. Check your manufacturer's warranty terms below:

Micron quality – a higher level of reliability

Server memory and storage that’s built to last requires lasting industry relationships and technology collaboration over multiple product cycles. At Micron, we work closely with the industry leaders in CPU and platform development, along with the leading server and motherboard manufacturers to enable the next level of memory technology. The result? More than 40 years of expertise that’s poured into die selection, memory and PCB design, module assembly, and testing from start to finish. This can only be achieved by a true memory manufacturer – don’t settle for anything less.

*Installing Micron server memory and storage does not invalidate OEM warranties. Some major server manufacturers have reserved the right to void the warranty based on their discretion.
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